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Abstract. One key task for price comparison websites is to categorize offers collected from online stores. Classification accuracy impact
on searching, recommendation, and website reputation. There are few
studies on this topic in the literature, and none of them apply the successful technique of word embedding nor perform a detailed analysis
of features. In this work, we compare two different word embedding approaches with the traditional bag-of-words approach, for the task of offer
categorization. Firstly, we employ an unsupervised approach in which
the embedding is learned from millions of offers using the well known
word2vec tool. Secondly, we develop a supervised approach in which the
embedding and the offer classifier comprise a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and both are jointly learned. Additionally, we perform a
detailed analysis of several features regarding their relevance to offer
categorization. We assess our models on a dataset comprising more than
11 million offers collected and manually annotated by the most popular
Latin American price comparison website. In our experiments, the CNN
model substantially outperforms the other models. We present detailed
experimental results that highlight the contribution of different parts of
the CNN model. Regarding feature engineering, we notice that all evaluated offer attributes contribute to enhance the classifier performance.
Keywords: Word Embedding, Convolutional Neural Network, Machine
learning
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Introduction

A price comparison website (PCW) is a specific search engine used to filter and
compare offers from different retailers regarding some criteria such as: price,
product characteristics and retailer reputation. PCWs provide services of recommendation, rating and review of products, which have become fundamental
services for Internet users. A key aspect of a PCW system is offer categorization, because it impacts on searching, comparison and even recommendation of
offers [1, 8, 5, 7, 12]. Given the great volume of offers produced by online retailers nowadays, it is impractical to perform this task manually. Thus, to build
accurate offer classifiers is highly valuable.
In this work, we investigate different aspects of the offer categorization task.
First, we perform an analysis of the impact of offer attributes on classification
performance. PCW systems extract several offer attributes, and these attributes
may be useful for categorization. However, attribute values are absent for some
offers, and the real impact of each attribute was unclear. Our results indicate
that all evaluated attributes are useful.
Another important contribution of this work is a detailed study of different representation methods. The performance of machine learning algorithms
is highly dependent on input representation. The most relevant attribute of an
offer is its textual description and, recently, deep learning approaches have been
successfully employed to represent textual data. In this work, we investigate
a deep learning network equipped with a word embedding layer followed by a
convolution layer. As far as we know, this is the first work to employ word embeddings and convolutional neural networks to offer categorization. We investigate
different aspects of both the convolution and the word embedding; comparing
variations of our model with a strong bag-of-words baseline.
As stated above, to manually classify all the incoming offers is impractical for
a PCW. On the other hand, PCWs still need to constantly measure the classifier
performance, since it is impossible to guarantee the accuracy of an automatic
classifier on unseen offers. A practical method to perform this assessment consists
of manually classifying offers for which the classifier has low confidence on its
classification. The confidence threshold must be tuned to balance between human
effort (number of offers to be manually classified) and classifier quality (accuracy
on high confidence classifications). We present an assessment of our classifier
regarding the confidence threshold and its impact on this balance.
We perform our empirical studies on a large dataset comprising more than
11 million offers collected and manually categorized by the Buscapé Company
(the most popular PCW in Latin America). Buscapé uses a hierarchical categorization composed by almost four thousand categories. However, we restrict
ourselves to classify offers among the 25 top categories from the original hierarchy. We think this is enough for the kind of study we are performing here. In
the future, we plan to consider the whole hierarchy, but this involves considering
more complex metrics that take into account this kind of structure. Our best
model (a convolutional neural network) achieves 96.82% on accuracy and 93.77%
on macro F-score.

This work is organized as in the following. In Section 2, we discuss some
previous works related to ours. In Section 3, we describe the proposed machine
learning models along with the feature engineering process. Next, in Section 4,
we present the empirical setup and the most important experimental findings.
Finally, in Section 5, we present our final considerations and some promising
research directions.
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Related Work

In [14], the authors propose the AutoCat system for product classification. This
model uses a variation of the vector spatial model so that attributes such as
description, store name and category can be well represented. These features are
combined through a weight optimization method in order to generate a ranking
where the highest weight category is assigned a product. The system operates
on a sparse array containing references of terms indexed by a list of categories
in which they were observed. In this way, products are grouped into category
vectors. The best result was 79.5% accuracy using all studied features. Price was
the attribute that contributed least for results.
In [11], the authors solve the problem of offer categorization on Yahoo! Shopping products using the Naive Bayes algorithm. However, due to the structure
of product representation and the high number of categories, this problem is
still a challenge for batch classifiers such as SVMs. The authors overcome the
limitations of this methodology by studying the efficiency of transformations in
the data using a classifier Naive Bayes. A series of experiments with different
transformations was performed on real data sets containing just under 100,000
products and 58 categories. The results indicated that some of them were able
to leverage significantly the accuracy of the classifier.
In [6], the authors present a study on the categorization of offers using a
probabilistic model. The approach used looks for the best combination of an
unseen supply, represented by its attributes or characteristics, and the categories
in a given taxonomy, represented by the attributes / characteristics of the known
offers that belong to those categories. The offers are composed by the fields:
description, price and name of the store. Thus, a probabilistic calculation is
made on each of these fields. These probabilities are then combined to estimate
the probability of belonging to each category. In this way, an offer is assigned
to the category with the highest probability. Experiments were performed using
two sets of real-world data. The authors concluded that the price and store name
are useful in the sorting process but provide little improvement when compared
to the description of the offer.
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Machine Learning Models

The most important data of an offer is its textual description. Thus, in order
to apply machine learning algorithms to solve offer categorization, one needs
to decide how to represent offer descriptions. In this section, we describe the

machine learning models developed in this work. We organize our models into
three categories: BOW – bag of words, UWE – unsupervised word embedding,
and CNN – convolutional neural network. The main difference among these
models is the representation of offer descriptions. In this section, we also describe
the additional features used with our models.
3.1

Bag of Words

The BOW model is probably the most popular approach used to represent textual data to feed in machine learning algorithms. In this technique, an input
text is represented as a binary vector on a N -dimensional space, where N is the
number of words occurring in the data (which is usually in the order of hundreds
of thousands). Each word in the vocabulary is associated with an index in the input vector. Then, given an offer description, its representation comprises a sparse
vector where the indexes of every word within the description has value equal
to one, and the remaining indexes have value equal to zero. The main drawback
of this technique is sparsity, since most offer descriptions comprise less than 15
words, while the vector size is in the order of hundreds of thousands.
3.2

Unsupervised Word Embedding

Word embedding approaches have been successfully applied to several problems
that involve textual data [4, 2]. The basic idea is to embed the original BOW space
into a much lower dimensional space. In this space, each word is represented by a
dense real-valued vector. For most tasks, the word embedding size (the size of the
word vectors) ranges from some dozens to some hundreds; which is much lower
than the original BOW space. This idea is a type of dimensionality reduction,
since the embedding can be computed from a large corpus of unlabeled text
(using BOW representation, for instance). The word2vec tool5 [9, 10] implements
a very efficient algorithm to unsupervisedly learn a word embedding from a large
corpus. Basically, given a large corpus (millions of words), word2vec learns word
vectors that are good to discriminate real contexts (sequence of words present
in the corpus) from noisy contexts (contexts obtained by replacing some word
within the real sequence by a random word). By employing a word embedding
technique, we avoid the sparsity issue present in BOW models. However, the
use of such embeddings is not straightforward, because the description length
varies from offer to offer, and machine learning algorithms require a fixed length
representation. To tackle this issue, we concatenate the vectors representing the
first k words in an offer description. Then, we feed this representation to a SVM
algorithm. We call this approach unsupervised word embedding (UWE).
3.3

Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been around for some decades now
and have been applied for many image problems. A CNN can also be applied
5
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to sequential data like texts [3]. In such contexts, these networks are also called
Time-Delay Neural Networks. The key aspect of CNNs is space invariance. In
the case of texts, this means a CNN can learn features that are invariant to word
position within an input text. For instance, a CNN is able to learn that the term
Tênis is highly correlated to the category Fashion and Adornments, regardless
of its position within the offer description. This is a crucial advantage of CNN
in comparison to UWE.
In this work, we employ a CNN-based model to offer categorization. We
depict such model in Figure 1. This model is a deep learning model that includes
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Fig. 1: CNN model applied to the text Tênis Nike Air Visi Branco.

a convolutional layer. The network input is an offer description comprised by n
words augmented with t − 1 padding words in the beginning and in the end
of the text. A word embedding layer (L(1) ) takes this sequence as input and
outputs an (n + t − 1) × d matrix comprised by the concatenated vectors of all
n + t − 1 words in the input sequence. Each word vector lies in Rd . Then, the
convolutional layer L(2) scans the word sequence and applies a set of r filters
(F1 , F2 , . . . , Fr ) for each real word. In fact, the input for each filter is a window
of t consecutive words (in the figure, t = 3), comprising a t×d matrix. Each filter
is also a t × d matrix that is multiplied to each word window in an element-wise
fashion, and the multiplied values are all summed up to result in a unique value
for each combination of word window and filter. Thus, after applying r filters
along n word windows, we end up with an n × r matrix. Since n varies from
offer to offer, we apply a max pooling operation over this matrix. This operation
selects, for each filter, the maximum value along all word windows. Therefore,
the output of the max pooling operation comprises r values, one for each filter.
This vector is then fed to an ordinary hidden layer with a hyperbolic-tangent
activation function. Finally, a softmax layer outputs the network prediction: a
probability distribution over the categories.

The parameters of all these layers can be jointly trained by backpropagating
a loss value by means of stochastic gradient descent (or any other learning algorithm). The learned parameters may include even the word embedding. This
is another key advantage of CNN over UWE. While in the latter approach the
word embedding is learned in an unsupervised fashion and kept fixed along the
supervised training phase; in the former, the word embedding can be updated
using supervised feedback, which is very beneficial.
3.4

Feature Engineering

An offer consists of a set of attributes that describe a product. In our dataset,
for instance, an offer with the description Tênis Nike Air Visi Branco includes
a category (Fashion and Adornments), a price (199.99), a store name (Dafiti)
and a store category (Shoes). In this work, we investigate how different features
based on these attributes influence on the accuracy of the classification. More
specifically, we use the features: (i) offer description, (ii) first word in the description, (iii) bigrams of the description, (iv) store category, (v) category whose
average price is the closest to the offer price, and (vi) store name.
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Experiments

In this section, we present the used dataset, describe the empirical environment,
and discuss our main findings.
4.1

Dataset

We use a large dataset provided by The Buscapé Company, a real price comparison website. It comprises more than eleven million offers distributed among
25 different categories. In Figure 2, we present the distribution of these offers
along these categories. We notice a great unbalance among these categories. For
instance, the four most frequent ones add up to more than 50% of the offers;
while the five least frequent ones6 (which we summarize in Others) add up to
less than 1%. Regarding the descriptions of the offers, their number of words
vary between 1 and 61, with an average of 8 words; the standard deviation is
about 4 words, while the mode is equal to 6 words.
Since this dataset is very large, in order to tune model parameters and assess
our models, we perform a holdout validation. The original dataset is split into
two sets: (i) Train, comprising 90% of the offers which are used for training
the final models (after model selection) and also for performing model selection;
and (ii) Test, comprising the remaining 10% of the offers which are used for
evaluating the final models. In order to perform model selection, we further
divide the Train split into two sets: (i) Train2, with 80% of the Train split for
6
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Fig. 2: Percentage of offers per category along the dataset.

training during the model selection phase; and (ii) Validation, with 20% of the
Train split for validation during the model selection phase. In the following, all
models are trained on Train2 and evaluated on Validation.
4.2

Training

For the experiments with BOW and UWE representation models, we opted for
SGDClassifier (Stochastic Gradient Descent Classifier), available in scikit-learn.
Modified Huber loss was used as cost function. For the CNN classifier, we maximize the log-likelihood given by the softmax layer and update the parameters
using ordinary backpropagation by means of the Theano framework [13]. Regarding the CNN classifier, we opted for 2 epochs and learning rate of 0.05%.
We adopted windows of 5 words and 100 convolution filters. Offers’ description
words are represented as 100-dimensional word embeddings, while each additional feature is included as a 50-dimensional one-hot vector.
4.3

Feature Assessment

The most important feature for offer categorization is definitely the offer description. However, as seen in Section 3, other features may be relevant to predict
the categorize an offer.
In order to evaluate these features, we provide each one of them for the
classifier separately. Our baseline is an classifier that uses the offers’ description
alone. BOW is used to represent the offers’ description, while every additional
feature is included in the classifier using one-hot representation. In Figure 3, we
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Fig. 3: Impact of different features on the BOW model accuracy.

present the impact of each feature in the accuracy of the BOW classifier. We
also present the impact of using all features together.
As one can notice, the store name is the most relevant feature, increasing
accuracy by 2.54%. The use of bigrams increases accuracy by 1.65%. This shows
that word context is relevant; even a very limited context like this one. The first
word feature increases accuracy by 0.72%. The store category feature increases
accuracy by 0.35%. The price category feature is marginally relevant, improving accuracy by only 0.18%. Finally, when considering all features in the same
model, we achieve a significant improvements of 6.5%. From these experiments,
we observe that all features are useful; but the store name and bigrams features
are much important than the others.

4.4

Unsupervised Word Embedding

As described in Section 3, unsupervised word embedding approaches have been
successfully applied to many tasks. In this work, we employ the word2vec tool
in order to unsupervisedly learn a word embedding from the Train2 split of the
Buscapé dataset.
In this section, we first analyse the impact of the word vector length on the
UWE model performance. In Figure 4, we report the accuracies of the UWE
model using different sizes for the word vectors. As we can see, the increase
in performance is remarkable as the number of dimensions increases. Accuracy
faces steady growth between 40 and 120 dimensions. From that point on, the
increase slows down. Hence, for UWE models, vector size is directly related to
model accuracy. However, the impact becomes less noticeable as the vector size
increases.
Since the UWE model uses only the k first words of an offer description, we
additionally assess the impact of different values for k. As a baseline, we apply
the BOW model using only the k first words in the offer description. In Figure
5, we present the accuracies of both models, UWE and BOW, for k = 3, 6, 9.
Moreover, the difference between the two models increases as k increases. We
speculate that this behaviour is due to the fact that most of the offers comprise
up to six words. Since the representation of short descriptions is extended with
artificial words, large values of k can hurt UWE performance.
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4.5

Models Comparison

Now, we report on the experiments with six different classifiers. The BOW,
UWE, CNN and CNN/UWE classifiers are trained with the offers’ description
alone. While the CNN classifier uses supervisedly learned embeddings as representation model, the CNN/UWE uses the embeddings generated by word2vec.
Afterwards, we provided BOW and CNN with additional features. We trained
the BOW+ftrs with all features presented in section 3.4; whereas CNN/UWE
uses store name and store category as additional features. In Figure 6, we present
the accuracy of these classifiers. We can see again that the BOW classifier substantially outperforms the UWE one by almost 2% on accuracy when only offer
description is used.
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Fig. 6: Accuracy comparison of different classifiers.

One of the most restrictive aspects of the UWE model regards its locality
dependence. This model input comprises the concatenated vectors of the first
k words in the offer description. This means that when the same word occurs
in different positions of the description, the classifier understands it as completely different inputs. In order to understand the implications of this aspect,
we modify our CNN model by removing the hidden layer and also avoiding to

update the word embedding during the supervised learning. This model is quite
similar to the UWE model. However, instead of using k fixed words as input,
the model applies the convolution and the pooling operations over the whole
offer description, learning r filters that are location independent. We denote
this model CNN/UWE. We can see that this model improves more than 2%
on accuracy over the UWE model and even outperforms the BOW model. This
result confirms that the locality independence given by the convolution is very
important.
The three topmost results in Figure 6 are related to BOW and CNN models. The CNN model is our complete convolutional model but using only the
offer description as input. The BOW+ftrs model corresponds to the ordinary
BOW model using the offer description and the additional features. Finally, the
CNN+ftrs model includes the additional features as input for the CNN. We can
see that the CNN model outperforms the BOW+ftrs model even not using additional features. When we include the additional features, the CNN+ftrs model
obtains a substantially higher accuracy than the BOW+ftrs model. These results
demonstrate how superior the CNN model is compared to the traditional BOW
model. Moreover, by comparing the CNN model with the CNN/UWE model, we
can see how important is the supervised updates to the word embedding. Besides
updating the word embedding using the supervised signal, the CNN model also
includes a hidden layer. However, additional experiments (not reported here)
show that the impact of the hidden layer on the CNN performance is quite small
compared to the impact of the supervised updates.
4.6

Model Utility

The overall accuracy is an important metric because it gives one value that
allows us to directly compare different models. However, one important aspect of
a practical model is its individual performance on every category. A useful model
should not present poor performance on any category. In Figure 7, we present
the F1 metric achieved by the CNN+ftrs model for each category (sorted by F1
values). By comparing these results with the category frequencies from Figure 2,
we can observe that the performance is usually lower for less frequent categories,
which is expected. More importantly, the only category with F1 below 80% is
Digital Music.
In Figure 7, we include two vertical lines indicating the model accuracy (blue
line) and macro F1 (red line). The achieved macro F1 value is more than 3 points
lower than the accuracy value. This is mainly due to the F1 value achieved on the
Digital Music category. We even crop the figure because this category F1 value
is only 23.52%. This value is much lower than the rest and is not an acceptable
performance for a practical system. However, this is a degenerated category,
since its frequency on the whole dataset is approximately 0.0006%. This is a too
scarce concept to learn from and to evaluate a model on. For instance, if we
remove this category from the dataset, we achieve a macro F1 value of 96.70%,
which is much closer to the model accuracy.
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Fig. 8: Accuracy (left axis)
and percentage of offers retrieved (right axis) by the
CNN+ftrs model for different values of the confidence
threshold.

Another practical aspect of a categorization model is that the PCW needs
to constantly assess its performance. New offers are constantly arriving, and it
is impossible to completely guarantee the model performance on unseen offers.
One common approach is to manually categorize low confidence classifications.
In Figure 8, we vary the confidence threshold of the CNN+ftrs model and plot
two values: the model accuracy for high confident offers (left y-axis) and the percentage of such offers over all offers (right y-axis). We can see that the confidence
threshold has almost no effect below 0.3.
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Conclusions

In this work, we investigate the offer categorization problem in the context of
price comparison websites. We firstly explore the characteristics of the dataset
and analyse the usefulness of several characteristics of an offer. The store name
turns out to be a very strong feature. Although the other features are less effective, all of them impact positively on the classifier performance, and a model
using all features together achieves a significant improvement.
We also investigate the application of word embedding methods and compare
them with the traditional bag-of-words model. We evaluate two word embedding approaches. The first one learns the word embedding in an unsupervised
way from millions of offer descriptions. The second one supervisedly learns the
word embedding by means of a convolutional neural network. The CNN model
substantially outperforms our strongest BOW model. We experimentally show
that the locality independence given by the convolution layer and the supervised
updates of the word embedding are key aspects of the CNN model.
In this work, we ignore the hierarchical structure of the categories and use
only the 25 top categories in the dataset. We argue that this decision does not
invalidate our findings. Nonetheless, we recognize that categorizing offers within

Retrieved offers (%)

Accuracy

a hierarchical structure is indeed relevant to PCWs. In the near future, we plan
to extend our work to this scenario. Another interesting research direction is
to include offer images in the classification task. Usually, offers include product
images that carry relevant information.
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